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Since the earliest money was invented as a medium of
exchange on a long-ago day now lost in history of men,
and women too, have engaged in counterfeiting.
Obviously such action is deceitful and despicable because
sellers of goods or services are tricked into exchanging
something of value for something worthless. Also,
counterfeit currency when added to the genuine dilutes
the value of the latter and depreciates the value of legally
issued money. This was especially evident in colonial
days when early emissions of paper money were nearly al-
ways at a discount form metallic coins. However, the
temptation to get something for nothing has ever been
strong and, human nature being what it is, undoubtedly
counterfeiting will continue to the end of time.
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supply of metallic coins, largely English, Portuguese, or
Spanish milled dollars. The latter were known as "pieces
of eight."

The first paper money in Rhode Island consisted of
5,000 pounds "bills of credit" issued in 1710. That the
legislature was aware of the possibility or probability of
counterfeiting is evident since penalties were provided
immediately. An offender was to "suffer the pains of
having his ears cropped, to be whipped or fined at dis-
cretion and imprisoned as the nature of the offense
requires, and to pay double damage to the persons
defrauded." If the counterfeiter had no assets he was to
be put to work, or indentured for whatever term the
judges considered satisfactory.

In Rhode Island the first noted instance of
counterfeiting was conducted by Indians with their shell
money, commonly called wampum or peag. So, as early as
1647, the General Court of Elections enacted this order:
"It is ordered, that if the Indians shall offer to putt (sic)
away upon exchange or barter, their false peag string
beads for good, and warrant it to be so, and it be found
otherwise, it shall be confiscated to the Public Treasury."

Rhode Island paper currency in colonial days (see The
Rhode Islander, March 14, 1976) was ready-made for
counterfeiters. The bills were poorly engraved on rough
paper from which the lettering wore off quickly. In fact,
the first issue of bills were of such inferior quality the
legislature was forced to make provision for exchange,

as many of the bills put forth by the Colony are worn out
and impaired so that they are hardly passable. . .time will
render them useless to the damage of the possessor and a
hindrance to the currency especially in neighboring
governments."

The colonists in the early 1700's were, of course un-
accustomed to using paper money and hence could be
deceived easily by counterfeit bills. Up to this time barter
was common in trading although there was a small

In 1743, as counterfeiting continued unabated,
penalties were made more severe. A new provided that
the offender was to have both ears clipped, each cheek
branded with the letter "R", to be pilloried, to pay double
damage to the defrauded, and to forfeit all his property.
Under the act authorizing the Ninth Bank (a bank in this
sense being merely a batch of money) the penalty of death
was added, and the bills of that bank bore the inscription,
"Death to Counterfeit."

In 1775 the law was rewritten although the punish-
ments were left unchanged. The preamble to this later act
reads as follows:

"Whereas notwithstanding all the laws which have
been heretofore made by the Colony to prevent the
counterfeiting and altering Bills of Publick Credit and
against the same knowing them to be counterfeited,
altered and knowingly uttered; and forasmuch as daring
and abandoned Villains have not hitherto been
sufficiently deterred from counterfeiting such Bills, but
have continued in such wicked practice, and greatly
imposed upon and Cheated many honest people thereby
which makes it necessary for the Good of Society that
some more severe and exemplary punishment should be
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inflicted on those who are the first agents and
Instruments in so growing an evil. . ." The penalties
before enumerated were then reenacted practically
unchanged.

In spite of the harsh penalties the profit possibilities
were noted early by unscrupulous colonists. Only two
years after the first bills of credit were issued a case of
counterfeiting was recorded. An enterprising lady, Mrs.
Freelove Lippencott, was the wife of Robert Lippencott, a
sailor who made frequent trips to England. On one of
these voyages Robert, at the instigation of his wife, had
six counterfeit plates made which he brought back to
Rhode Island. One plate was for a Colony of Rhode Island
three-pound note. The others were for Massachusetts and
Connecticut bills. Armed with these plates Freelove went
to work and produced a great many (exact number
unknown) bogus bills. Next she organized a band of
passers, or "utterers." Thus, Mrs. Lippencott became
Rhode Island's first known counterfeiter of paper money
and also the first woman counterfeiter in all England.

Freelove, Robert, and Edward Greenman, Junior, were
arrested at Newport in 1713 for counterfeiting
Massachusetts three-shilling sixpence bills of credit. But
because of the severity of the winter and the coldness of
the jail the prisoners were released on bail. This freedom
gave Freelove a fine opportunity to renew her illegal
operations which she did with enthusiasm. Her activities
in this instance were confined to "putting off"
Massachusetts 50-shilling bills and Rhode Island three-
pound bills.

Although the Lippencotts were bound over for trial
there is no record of their ever being called up.
Presumably the indictment was not strong enough and
they were released. Freelove carried on the illict business
for about three years, until 1715, when her counterfeit
engraving plates were "passed over" (i.e., sold for
genuine money) to Captain Edward Greenman, Senior.
The Lippencotts then disappeared.

Captain Greenman, a former Speaker of the Rhode
Island of Deputies, headed a big operation located at
Kings Towne, Rhode Island. With him were two sons,
Edward Greenman, Junior, (previously associated with
Freelove Lippencott in counterfeiting) and Silas
Greenman as well as several other people referred to by
Governor Samuel Cranston as "of considerable note."

In 1718 Edward, Senior, and Silas were brought to
trial. They were convicted of counterfeiting and fined 600
pounds which was paid. They were also required to
deposit 1,500 pounds with the treasurer of the colony to
take up their bogus bills whenever they should be pre-
sented. Ten years later the Greenmans petitioned to have
the unused portion returned to them. This was done with
an accompanying extraordinary certificate given to Silas:
"We, the Subscribers, well knowing Mr. Silas Greenman
of Stonington, late of this Colony, Do upon our know-
ledge declare that the said Silas Greenman was from his
youth up, till his leaving this Government, save in that
one case of counterfeiting of bills, always deemed and
accounted a man of sobriety and of just and honest
principles and as such behaved himself amongst us, and
is still in good repute for Honesty and Justice in his
Dealings."

Paper Money

The certificate was signed by William and John
Coddington, William Wanton, Daniel Updike and other
leading citizens.

Edward Greenman, Junior, also had been arrested with
his father and brother but had escaped from jail so could
not be tried with them. Later he was re-arrested, brought
to trial, and fined 40 shillings. The fine, however, was not
for counterfeiting but for breaking jail.

In Douglass' Summary it is indicated that one of the
counterfeiters, probably Edward Greenman, Senior, was
a signer of the genuine bills also. However, there is some
doubt on this point.

John Comer in his diary recounts the beginning and end
of an unfortunate counterfeiting attempt in 1728.
Nicholas Oatis, Samuel Hallet, and David Richards
banded themselves together in a formal agreement "to
make and put off without discovery a quanity of paper
money." It does not appear that Richards had a wife, but
Hannah Hallet and Joanna Oatis, wives of the other two,
signed a postscript to the agreement acknowledging that
since they were "knowing to and concerned in ye
foregoing articles, and our assistance will be re-
quired. . .we promise faithfully to perform to ye best of
our understanding for ye interest, preservation and
safety of ye Companie, and by ye written solemn oath
bind ourselves to secrecy. . . "

In the agreement itself the counterfeiters promised not
to "put off" (that is, issue) more than 20 shillings per
week, to take in no other partners, to distribute the
profits equally among all three, and that "damnation
should be the portion of him who makes known these pro-
ceedings." The agreement ended: "God save ye King,
prosper our progress herein, and keep us from all
traitors." To further the agreement's legality an oath was
then sworn on a Holy Bible.

However, the venture came to grief a few months later,
and on February 17, 1729 Corner makes the following
entry in his diary: "This day was found a number of
persons in ye act of counterfeiting ye public bills of credit
of this Colony."

On April 4 this entry appears: "This day came up ye
case of ye money makers to trial (save Samuel Hallet who
was at sea and D. Richards indictment had a flaw
in it so it was referred to the next Sept. court). Hannah
Hallet was cleared. N. Oatis and his wife found guilty; he
to pay 150 pounds and his wife 50, or be clipt."
Apparently Oatis couldn't or wouldn't pay his fine
because on April 28 it is recorded: "Nicholas Oatis stood
in ye pillory and had his ears clipt for making money. His
wife's relations paid her fine."

One final notation. Many years later, in the 1800s, long
after the last Rhode Island money had disappeared, some
stereotype plates and heliotypes were found with a small
sack containing a set of counterfeit dies and some coins
which had been struck form them. All this was found in
the basement of the Old State House at Newport, of all
places!

This article first appeared in the January and February
1977 issues of Cranston Historical Society's newsletter.
Persons interested in the Society can write them at 1351
Cranston St., Cranston, RI 02920.
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